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Luke 1:5-25 shares several themes and type-scenes in common with other biblical narratives, and yet one major allusion has often been overlooked: its connection with Isaiah 6:1-8. Like the first chapter of Luke, Isaiah 6 is also a prophetic call narrative that takes place in the temple, involves an angelic encounter, and explores the themes of silence and language. Despite the centrality of the temple in Israelite theology, temple epiphanies are surprisingly uncommon in the Hebrew Bible. Furthermore, in no other biblical texts does the recipient of the vision encounter an angel specifically at the temple’s altar. Where Zechariah is struck dumb, Isaiah also finds himself unable to speak and must have his language cleansed prior to his prophetic task. Because these are the only two texts in the Bible that share these convergences, it is clear that Luke intentionally alluded to Isaiah 6:1-8 in crafting the opening of his narrative. This allusion helps inform his audience about Jewish theology, sets John the Baptist apart as a prophetic figure, and introduces Luke’s later use of Isaiah 6:9-10 in Luke–Acts.

Kimberly M. Berkey

Scholars have long recognized the importance of Isaiah for the theological and christological agenda of Luke–Acts. In all of this scholarship, however, at least one major Lucan allusion to Isaiah has been overlooked, in part because it is not a direct

quotation or verbal parallel. It is my contention that Luke 1:5–25 contains intentional allusions to Isaiah 6:1–8, particularly in its cultic setting, angelic encounter, and theme of silence. This paper will commence a rhetorical analysis of the relationship between Luke 1:5–25 and Isaiah 6:1–8 and explore various functions of such an allusion.

**Textual Summary**

Luke’s narrative opens with two elements central to Jewish devotion: a pious Jewish family and the Jerusalem temple. We meet Zechariah (KJV Zacharias) and Elisabeth, an elderly, childless couple from the tribe of Levi. At the time of the narrative, it is Zechariah’s priestly privilege to offer incense at the temple. Interrupting the priest’s ministrations, the angel Gabriel appears and promises Zechariah a son who will “make ready a people prepared for the Lord” (Luke 1:17). Openly skeptical of the ability of his post-menopausal wife to bear a child, Zechariah asks for a sign and is struck dumb until the birth of the promised infant. It is only some nine months later when he confirms the angelically appointed name of the child (John) that his speech returns.

Luke 1:5–25 clearly shares a number of themes in common with other biblical narratives. Like Abraham and Sarah, John’s parents are elderly and barren, granted a miraculous child despite one parent’s disbelief (Genesis 18:12–14). As in the case of Hannah, also bar-

---


4. All scripture quotations, unless otherwise noted, are from the King James Version (KJV).

ren, the promise of a son is given in the temple (1 Samuel 1:7, 10).\(^6\) Like both Samuel and Samson, John will not drink alcohol, hinting at his prophetic calling (Luke 1:15; 1 Samuel 1:11; Judges 13:4-5).\(^7\) In these and several other parallels, Luke demonstrates an obvious interest in and familiarity with the Hebrew Bible and deems it necessary to connect his gospel with some of Israel’s most cherished myths. Luke wants to connect the Christian movement with its Jewish heritage and does so by connecting his narrative with the Hebrew Bible.\(^8\) Another of these echoes, to which we now turn, is Isaiah’s commission in Isaiah 6.

Much like Zechariah, Isaiah is startled to find himself the unexpected recipient of a heavenly epiphany. He stumbles into the


\(^7\) Joseph A. Fitzmyer, *The Gospel according to Luke I–IX* (New York: Doubleday, 1970), 326. Although Fitzmyer claims that John will be subject to a Nazarite vow, I believe that, lacking a reference to uncut hair, the nature of his privation remains ambiguous. See also Culpepper and O’Day, *Luke–John*, 46, for whom abstinence from alcohol is appropriate for Levites (Leviticus 10:9) and prophets as well as Nazarites.

divine council at the exact moment YHWH pronounces judgment on Israel. Isaiah sees the Lord and his attendant angels and, fearing destruction, bemoans the impurity of both himself and Israel. A seraph approaches and ritually cleanses Isaiah’s mouth with a hot coal from the altar, after which the prophet volunteers to bear YHWH’s message to Israel, to “make the heart of this people fat, and make their ears heavy, and shut their eyes; lest they see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with their heart, and convert, and be healed” (Isaiah 6:10).

This Isaianic task already has a strong and much-studied presence in the New Testament. To begin with, scholars have noted an interesting shift in verb moods from the Masoretic Text to the LXX. In the Hebrew, the verbs are imperative, commanding Isaiah to make the minds of the people dull. Finding this problematic, the LXX translators changed the verbs to the indicative mood, thus reading “for the heart of this people has become fattened, and they hear heavily with their ears and they shut their eyes” (my translation). The LXX translators, anxious about the theological difficulties of a god who actively renders his people rebellious, changed the Hebrew imperatives into Greek indicatives, thus shifting the blame for YHWH’s rejection. It is this Septuagintal translation, with its emphasis on Israel’s obstinacy, that found its way into New Testament quotations of Isaiah 6:9–10 (Matthew 13:14; Mark 4:12; Luke 8:10; Acts 28:26–27).

There is a general consensus that Isaiah’s writings were crucial to the structure and content of Luke’s gospel. Luke contains four direct Isaiah quotations (i.e., quotations in which he explicitly identifies Isaiah as the source or plainly asserts that he is quoting scripture), two of which he shares with Matthew and Mark (Isaiah 40:3–5 in Luke 3:4–5; Isaiah 56:7 in Luke 19:46) and two of which are uniquely his (Isaiah 61:1–2 in Luke 4:17–19; Isaiah 53:12 in Luke 23:31).

---


Luke’s careful placement of quotations from and allusions to Isaiah signals the importance he affords the prophet. Bart J. Koet has noted that Luke quotes Isaiah when introducing leading characters (e.g., Jesus, John the Baptist, and Stephen) and sometimes merely alludes to an Isaiah text in one passage in preparation for a more direct quotation later.\(^\text{11}\)

Peter Mallen analyzes Luke’s use of Isaiah in the context of Second Temple Judaism, concluding that the evangelist employs Isaiah to several ends: to explain and interpret events; to demonstrate that history is unfolding according to God’s plan, however unconventional; to lend credibility to his narrative; to show that salvation extends to the Gentiles; to explain Israel’s mixed response to the Christian message; and to provide traditional salvation imagery without specifically referencing Mosaic law.\(^\text{12}\)

**Rhetorical Parallels**

Although both Isaiah 6 and Luke 1 contain elements connecting them with numerous other biblical call narratives,\(^\text{13}\) three elements

---

in particular link them specifically with each other: their temple setting, dynamic interaction with the altar, and theme of silence.

The first of these elements is their shared setting, which is striking given that temple epiphanies are so uncommon. Moses encounters YHWH in a burning bush on Mt. Horeb (Exodus 3:1-2), Gideon meets an angel on a threshing-floor (Judges 6:11), and Ezekiel is on the banks of a river when he sees the Lord’s chariot approaching (Ezekiel 1:1). Although Jeremiah’s exact location at the time of his commission is not specified, we learn from Jeremiah 1:1 that he lives in the Levitical town of Anathoth, not Jerusalem. Despite being steeped in a priestly tradition, not even Jeremiah opens his narrative with a temple epiphany. Even the case of Micaiah is ambiguous on this point. He never gives the setting for his vision but simply recounts that he “saw the LORD sitting on his throne, and all the host of heaven standing by him” (1 Kings 22:19). Although the natural location of YHWH’s throne and attendants is in the temple, this is not an adequate parallel to Isaiah 6 because no temple accoutrements play any role in his vision and because the temple is not specifically mentioned.

A possible exception to the rarity of call narratives in the temple is the case of Samuel. The prophet is described as lying “in the temple of the LORD, where the ark of God was” (1 Samuel 3:3), when he hears the voice of God and mistakes it to be Eli. I would argue

---


14. Which is perhaps of some importance, given the fact that this story forms the closest parallel to Isaiah 6:9-10 in the Hebrew Bible. See Blenkinsopp, *Isaiah 1-39*, 224.
that the temple setting ought to be considered less important for this narrative since, again unlike Isaiah and Zechariah, Samuel does not interact in any significant way with the features of the sanctuary. Given Luke’s obvious fascination with the Jerusalem temple,¹⁵ it would be very odd for him not to engage one of the most potent temple scenes available in the Hebrew Bible.

The second element linking Luke 1:5–25 with Isaiah 6 is the dynamic interaction with the altar. In both texts, the temple setting forms more than a mere backdrop. First, both stories include an element of smoke. It was Zechariah’s duty to offer the evening incense (Luke 1:9; cf. Revelation 8:4),¹⁶ while Isaiah also witnesses incense smoke filling the temple following the trisagion of the seraphim: “The posts of the door moved . . . and the house was filled with smoke” (Isaiah 6:4).¹⁷ Second, the altar becomes an important focal point for angelic encounters in both narratives. Luke describes Gabriel “standing on the right side of the altar of incense” (Luke 1:11),¹⁸ while Isaiah is ritually cleansed by a seraph holding “a live coal . . . which he had taken . . . from off the altar” (Isaiah 6:6). In


¹⁶. Although Bowie maintains that we cannot be sure whether this was the morning or evening offering (Gospel according to St. Luke, 32), Fitzmyer believes that parallels with Daniel 9 suggest that Zechariah was performing the evening ritual at the time he saw Gabriel (Gospel according to Luke I–IX, 318, 324). At any rate, in both cases Zechariah is interacting with smoke.

¹⁷. Given the temple setting, it seems unnecessary to attempt to identify this smoke with the transient shekinah and more logical to point to a connection with regular cult sacrifices or incense, according, at least, to Tucker, Book of Isaiah 1–39, 102; Watts, Isaiah 1–33, 108; G. G. D. Kilpatrick, The Book of Isaiah: Chapters 1–39 (New York: Abingdon, 1956), 207.

¹⁸. Interestingly, each angel is also identified in relation to YHWH’s presence. Isaiah’s seraph is “one of the seraphs” he “saw in attendance above [YHWH],” (Isaiah 6:2, 6), while Gabriel explicitly reports his authority to Zechariah by saying “I am Gabriel who stands before God” (Luke 1:19).

¹⁹. Fitzmyer identifies Gabriel’s position on the right side of the altar as a sign of divine favor, though he gives no parallels to justify his claim (Gospel according to Luke I–IX, 324–25).
other words, not only is the altar present and smoking in both narratives, but the main character interacts with an angel related to that altar, as well.

The third connecting element—the most subtle, unique, and literally rich connection between the two narratives—is the theme of silence. Here we take a step back from the temple settings of each narrative to look at the literary elements of each pericope as a whole.

Regarding the theme of silence, Luke 1 seems fairly straightforward on the surface. Doubting the veracity of Gabriel’s words, Zechariah asks, “Whereby shall I know this?” to which Gabriel responds, “I am Gabriel, that stand in the presence of God; . . . thou shalt be dumb, and not able to speak, until the day that these things shall be performed, because thou believest not my words” (Luke 1:18–20). Because Zechariah dared to venture unfaithful speech, all speaking ability is taken away from him for the next nine months. So far, the role of silence in the text is fairly clear: Zechariah is struck dumb.

Paradoxically, this very cessation of communication serves to communicate something: Zechariah’s silence informs the people of his angelic encounter (Luke 1:22). To add to the complexity of the role silence plays in Luke 1, the crowd waiting outside the temple is described responding to Zechariah in the third person, thus silencing their collective voice. In other words, it is as if Luke hit the “mute” button on his scene once Zechariah left the sanctuary. Instead of Luke singling out a handful of characters from the crowd to say “Look! Zechariah cannot speak!” he simply reports “he could


21. Commentators find it likely that Zechariah’s punishment also involves being unable to hear. Bowie points to the fact that it is Elisabeth who must protest the relatives’ assumption about the child’s name in Luke 1:60 (Gospel according to St. Luke, 44), while Fitzmyer relies on the silent gestures of verse 62 and the word kōphos in the original punitive declaration of verse 20 (Gospel according to Luke I–IX, 328–29).
not speak to them: and they perceived that he had seen a vision in
the temple.”

Not only is the public response narrated in the third person,
thus silencing the voice of the crowd who just prior had been en-
gaged in the very verbal act of prayer (Luke 1:10), but the crowd also
mistakes the essential character of Zechariah’s experience: “they
perceived that he had seen (heōraken) a vision” (Luke 1:22). While
the reader experiences a primarily verbal dialogue between Zechariah
and Gabriel that involves few visual elements, the people perceive
in purely visual terms and leave little room for the fact that an an-
gel spoke to Zechariah. The crowd’s response essentially silences
Zechariah’s encounter by interpreting it primarily as a vision.

Pervasive silence continues to mute the scene and emphasize its
visual elements as Zechariah is reduced to gestures to convey his
new handicap. Luke closes the pericope on the same muted note.
Still in the narrative third person, Luke simply concludes with “as
soon as the days of his ministration were accomplished, he de-
parted to his own house” (Luke 1:23).

Isaiah 6 is, if anything, even more occupied with the theme of
silence. The most striking feature in this chapter is the visual im-
mediacy of the Lord. Before describing the throne, the temple, or
the seraphim, Isaiah simply reports, “I saw . . . the Lord” (Isaiah 6:1).
The object of Isaiah’s perception is first and foremost YHWH. This
divine transcendence is marked only in the language of sight, in
contrast to other biblical commissions, where God’s verbal immedi-
acy is the point of emphasis. Even in the commissions of two of the
most important figures for the biblical prophetic tradition, Moses
and Samuel, neither is privileged with a primarily visual experi-
ence. God first spoke to Moses out of the burning bush (Exodus 3:4),
and 1 Samuel 3 emphasizes the Lord’s verbal summon by repeating

22. Moses’s prominence is due to his role in the exodus and establishment of Is-
rael, while Samuel assumes importance in the Deuteronomic tradition as the prophet
who inaugurated the era of kings and the United Monarchy. On Samuel’s role in the
Hebrew Bible as well as the importance of the Deuteronomist for Luke, see John
it three times (1 Samuel 3:4–8). Although a visual element cannot be denied in either case, each narrative wishes primarily to emphasize the Lord’s words. Jeremiah doesn’t report any visionary element to his commission but simply explains that “the word of the LORD came unto me, saying . . .” (Jeremiah 1:4). Even Micaiah in 1 Kings 22 doesn’t give any description of “the host of heaven” but jumps straight to the Lord’s direct question, “who shall persuade Ahab?” (1 Kings 22:19–20). Thus, Isaiah 6 is unique in the Hebrew Bible for God’s failure to immediately address his prophet. 23 Isaiah is left with nothing to encounter but YHWH’s direct gaze.

The prophet’s visual encounter with the Lord is even more striking if we remember that there is reportedly nothing filling the space between them—rather, the seraphs were in attendance “above” the Lord (Isaiah 6:2). In addition, the only sound in the room is their worshipful trisagion. The realm of language is relegated to the air above the Lord and Isaiah. Across this empty space between them, Isaiah can only see God; he cannot hear or address him.

Isaiah himself recognizes this difficulty when he hears the seraphic praise. Distraught at his inability to join the angelic song, 24 he blames his mouth: “Woe is me! for I am undone; because I am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst of a people of unclean lips” (Isaiah 6:5). Even more dramatically, since nidmētî may be a niphal verb from damah (“to be silent”), an alternate translation of Isaiah’s terrified statement reads “Woe is me! I must be silent!” 25 Ironically, even as he expresses the necessity of reserve, he speaks. He is speaking at the very moment he is expressing the need for silence and thus renders his statement devoid of meaning. Isaiah’s

---

23. The case is obviously different for Ezekiel. The first chapter of his book is entirely taken up with describing the appearance of God and his attendants. In fact, Ezekiel is even more delayed than Isaiah 6 in introducing the direct voice of God. Yet a distinction can be drawn on the basis that the narrative silence in Ezekiel 1 is an extended description of God’s throne.

24. Kilpatrick, Book of Isaiah, 209; Watts, Isaiah 1–33, 108.

language, as well as the language of Israel, may not be uttered here, and in expressing that impossibility, language collapses.

Isaiah’s lament apparently does not go unnoticed. Isaiah writes,

Then flew one of the seraphims unto me, having a live coal in his hand, which he had taken with the tongs from off the altar: And he laid it upon my mouth, and said, Lo, this hath touched thy lips; and thine iniquity is taken away, and thy sin purged. Also I heard the voice of the Lord. (Isaiah 6:6–8, emphasis added)

Now ritually cleansed, Isaiah is admitted immediately back into the realm of language. The entire encounter with the seraph takes place in silence until the stone has touched Isaiah’s lips. Only then does he hear the angel’s (verbal) pronouncement, and only then does he hear the actual voice of God.  

Isaiah’s curious relationship with language does not end there, however. In verses 9–10 he is commissioned to preach in such a way that purposely confuses his audience. Isaiah’s mission is to reverse the typical function of speech; instead of communicating accurately, he is to “make their ears heavy, and shut their eyes; lest they . . . understand with their heart.” Isaiah’s language, having been influenced by the divine council, has been rendered foreign to the language of Israel.

---


27. There may be a sense in which, by hearing the seraph’s voice first, the seraphim fulfill their traditional role as guardians of YHWH’s throne by mediating Isaiah’s encounter with God.


Returning to the connection with Luke 1, two phenomena bear attention. First, Zechariah and Isaiah are each characterized by speech that is opposite of the angel they encounter. Gabriel comes to Zechariah and does nothing but discourse for eight verses; at the end of the scene, Zechariah is made silent. In contrast, Isaiah’s seraph comes in complete silence, but afterward Isaiah is commissioned to speak. A second, related point is that the final speech of these characters also stands opposite their initial reaction. Zechariah speaks inappropriately by expressing disbelief and is punished by having his speech removed. Isaiah, meanwhile, volunteers his silence (“I must be silent”) and is given to speak at much greater length, bearing the council’s divine message back to Israel.

Thus, although the Jerusalem temple and its altars have a rich cultic heritage with several individual parallels elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, no other two texts in the Bible share the convergences of a temple setting, active contact (both human and angelic) with the altar, and a fascination with the theme of silence.

Function

We turn, finally, to the question of how this Isaiah 6 allusion functions in Luke’s gospel and why it may have been included. prophecy and magic in ancient religions, that Isaiah’s message actually consists of ecstatic babbling!

The rhetorical function of this allusion has implications for how one reads the rest of Luke–Acts and how its original audience would have understood the person and mission of John the Baptist. What follows, then, are three (not necessarily exclusive) interpretive possibilities for reading Isaiah 6:1–8 within Luke 1:5–25.

Introduction to Jewish Theology

As we noted above, Luke opens his narrative with a case study of Jewish piety.  

age (2:21). Mary accomplishes the necessary purification rites after giving birth (2:22), and Mary and Joseph take the infant to the temple and offer sacrifice (2:22–24). At the temple they encounter Simeon and Anna, two other embodiments of piety, who spend all day worshipping in the sanctuary and awaiting God’s promised redemption of Israel (2:25, 36–38). Later, we learn that Mary and Joseph journey to Jerusalem every year to observe Passover (2:41).

Instead of merely adding another element of what Jews do, Isaiah 6 contributes to an idea of what Jews believe—theology, in other words. Their god counsels in heaven, administers justice, and demands reverence, even silence (cf. Habbakuk 2:20). He sends prophets and directs the affairs of Israel, even when his method seems counterintuitive (Isaiah 6:9–10). The allusion to Isaiah 6 provides a theological backdrop against which this panoply of Jewish rituals acquires meaning and significance.

John as the Last of the Prophets

Luke seems to characterize John the Baptist as a kind of “last prophet” inaugurating the Messianic era. Jesus clearly places him at the end of the prophetic tradition when he explicitly calls him “a prophet” (Luke 7:26) and says “the law and the prophets were until John” (16:16, emphasis added). Several allusions throughout Luke connect the Baptist with various prophetic figures from Israel’s history. As noted above, the conditions of his birth connect him with Samuel, while Gabriel announced that John would go “in the spirit and power of Elias” (1:17). Just six chapters later, Jesus clarifies, “this is he, of whom it is written, Behold, I send my messenger before thy face, which shall prepare thy way before thee” (7:27). By quoting Malachi, Jesus draws a direct identification between the Baptist and Elijah who, by this time, had already been associated with the preparatory messenger of Malachi 3. Furthermore, when Luke associates John with the Holy Spirit, he may be announcing

32. See also Oliver, “Lucan Birth Stories,” 216–18.
his prophetic career by way of connections with 1 Samuel 10:10, 2 Samuel 23:2, and 2 Kings 2:9–16.34

In this context, an allusion to Isaiah 6 would bolster the assertion that John is a legitimate prophet by making him a participant in a traditional call narrative and would further elevate his importance by highlighting the fact that he was called from before birth. The fact that Zechariah is silenced in the scene portrayed in Luke 1:5–25 (opposite Isaiah, who was told to speak) may be a method of eliminating confusion about exactly who is being commissioned in this scene. Zechariah’s punitive muteness reminds the audience that his role is not to preach, but to be a sign of the true orator to follow, namely John.

Introduction to Isaiah 6:9–10

Perhaps the most significant role Isaiah 6:1–8 may play in Luke 1 is related to later quotations of Isaiah 6:9–10 within Luke–Acts. Isaiah 6:9–10 is quoted in all three synoptics (Matthew 13:14; Mark 4:12; Luke 8:10) and becomes an important mainstay in early Christian theology. Craig Evans discusses each of these uses to determine how they contribute to the overall message of the authors. Matthew, he says, uses Isaiah 6:9–10 to explain why people cannot recognize God’s plan, but places the responsibility for this “obduracy” on Jesus’s enemies, not on his own enigmatic teachings. Mark uses the passage to demonstrate that Jesus’s mission was misunderstood by his disciples as well as by his enemies, thus contributing to Mark’s theme of secrecy, and shows Jesus quoting Isaiah 6:9–10 to explain the violent opposition against him. Luke, however, employs the passage to explain why the Jews reject Christianity and to justify the gospel’s extension to the Gentiles.35

Luke–Acts further emphasizes this passage by quoting it in its most extended form within the entire New Testament in Acts

34. Brown, Birth of the Messiah, 274.
28:26–27, a mere four verses before the very end of this two-part work. It would certainly be a very poetic move on Luke’s part to open his narrative with an allusion to verses 1-8 of Isaiah 6 and to conclude it with an extended quotation of verses 9-10.

**Conclusion**

Isaiah 6:1-8—in its temple setting, dynamic interaction with the altar, and theme of silence—has convinced us not only of its place among the rhetorical parallels Luke employs in 1:5-25 but that it serves a very real function by aiding in the conveyance of Luke’s message. Luke appears to be even more interested in Isaiah than many scholars have previously supposed, and Luke’s specifically theological interest in the role of the temple deserves more attention in light of what has been laid out here. Although Christianity’s early appropriation of Isaiah has received a great deal of attention, we stand to gain much by continuing to pursue more nuanced theological allusions within Christian texts.

*Kimberly M. Berkey holds a BA in ancient Near Eastern studies from Brigham Young University and currently resides in Richland, Washington, with her husband and their one-year-old twins.*